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Founders of Plant Ecology: Frederic and Edith Clements
Jon H. Oberg, Dr. phil.
Abstract: Nineteenth-century students of Charles Bessey at the University of Nebraska,
Frederic Clements and Edith Schwartz received doctorates in botany, married, and
went on to become founders of the discipline of plant ecology. They tested and taught
their theory of plant succession, known as Clementsian ecology, for nearly four decades
at their Alpine laboratory in Colorado. Their leadership and influence at the Carnegie
Institution was world-wide and attracted followers from several other disciplines.
They advocated land use measures to combat the Dust Bowl in the 1930s. Clementsian
ecology is still recognized as a paradigm against which other theories of nature are
compared.
Frederic Edward Clements: A Brief Biography
Frederic Clements (1874-1945) was the descendant of two early Nebraska pioneer
families, the Clementses and Scoggins.
His father was Ephriam G. Clements of Lincoln and his uncle was John Clements of
Elmwood, both originally from New York. The brothers (with third brother Isaac
Newton Clements) had fought in the Civil War at Antietam on the third day of the
battle, as Lee's army retreated across the Potomac. Ephriam took sick shortly
thereafter and was hospitalized in Alexandria, Virginia. John nursed him back to
health and took him to their home in New York. After the war, John and Ephriam
traveled by covered wagon to Nebraska and established both a farm near Elmwood
and a grocery in Lincoln. The grocery went under in the early 1870s, after which
Ephriam opened a successful Lincoln photography studio, the creations of which are
still cited as the "Clements Collection." John stayed on the farm and began the
Clements line of descendants in Elmwood that included vocational agriculture/FFA
pioneer LeRoy "Dick" Clements, WWII military pilot and medical doctor Grace
Elizabeth "Betty" Clements, and several others who became prominent in business
and banking. Bess Streeter Aldrich's husband worked at the Clements family's
Elmwood bank.
Frederic's mother was Mary Angeline Scoggin Clements. Her father was L. A.
Scoggin, proprietor of the Pioneer House hotel in Lincoln and founding city
councilman. When Frederic was a child in the late 1870s, the hotel burned and
Scoggin headed westward to seek a new location for another hotel. After one letter
home, L.A. Scoggin disappeared forever, a suspected victim of foul play.
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Frederic was the oldest of three children; his younger sisters were Minnie Myrtle
and Estelle. The Clements family home was at the edge of the University of
Nebraska campus, near what today is the west side of Morrill Hall. As a youth,
Frederic was well known in Lincoln as a local paperboy, accomplished in hockey and
tennis, but his nose was most often in a book. As a college undergraduate at NU,
Frederic was among the biggest men on campus: commandant of cadets under
Lieutenant John J. Pershing; varsity football; Phi Beta Kappa; and membership (rare
for an undergraduate) in the legendary Seminarium Botanicum. In 1893, through
the Sem Bot, he conducted a botanical survey of the Missouri River valley and the
lower Niobrara valley. His collections are still housed in the University's Bessey
Herbarium in Nebraska Hall.
Frederic was an undergraduate classmate and friend of Willa Cather, who admired
his writing and his academic achievements. Eleven decades later, Cather scholars
still write of Clementsian influences on Cather (see enclosure).
As a graduate student in the fall of 1894, Frederic first proposed the creation of a
permanent, crack drill team to build on the success of an earlier drill team in which
he had participated. In February of 1895, with the assistance of another "retired"
cadet, the Varsity Rifles were established with Frederic as the second-ranking
officer. Upon the departure of Lieutenant Pershing from the University a year later,
the organization changed its name to Pershing Rifles in Pershing's honor.
In 1894, Frederic became president of the Sem Bot and held the position until for
thirteen years. During these years, Frederic, fellow graduate student Roscoe Pound,
and Professor Charles Bessey formed the editorial committee of the Sem Bot, which
published, among other works, the ground-breaking Pound and Clements
Phytogeography of Nebraska, for which they were both awarded the PhD in botany.
This survey work was unique in the United States and was matched only by Oscar
Drude's work in Germany two years earlier. It put Nebraska on the map in
international scientific circles. "After 1894," wrote Roscoe Pound, "Clements took
the lead in the 'Sem Bot' and made it what it finally became."
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Sem Bot President Frederic Clements surrounded by (from left) Charles Bessey,
Nelle Stevenson, Arthur Sampson, and Roscoe Pound.

Here it is appropriate to enter the word Lernfreiheit into this brief history. Literally
it means freedom to learn; as an academic concept it means the freedom of students
to direct their own education. Like its counterpart Lehrfreiheit, or the freedom to
teach in the sense of academic freedom, the concept came from nineteenth century
German higher education, which also organized academic disciplines into
departments and stressed the importance of research in teaching. It was Charles
Bessey who famously insisted on microscopes for his laboratory as a condition of his
employment at Nebraska, but it was the rest of the Sem Bot that settled at nothing
less than the highest academic standards for the whole institution and pushed the
University toward the excellence it achieved in its celebrated golden age.
Frederic Clements did not see Nebraska as an outpost on the edge of the frontier,
but as the center of world interest in botany and ecology. To him, Lincoln was
ideally suited to become the international focus of field-based ecology, what with its
location at the border between eastern forests and western prairies and the
confluence of northern and southern climates. He studied Latin and Greek, French
and German, and even Swedish and Polish in order to read the great botanists. In
1902 he published a work on the correct nomenclature of species in Latin and
Greek.
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Frederic did not confine his outsized ambition to the sciences. He saw himself as a
man of literature and wrote poetry for publication. He was a member of the
Browning club at the University, made up of devotees of Robert and Elizabeth
Barrett Browning. He and Roscoe Pound petitioned to create a literary fraternity
chapter of Alpha Delta Phi on the campus. Frederic wrote love letters to fellow
student Edith Gertrude Schwartz in the style of Robert Browning, with many
allusions to Browning's poetry, and won her hand in marriage in 1899.
After receiving his PhD, Frederic joined the NU botany faculty and rose quickly
within its ranks. He and Edith established an ecology laboratory in Colorado to
conduct experiments in different climates as influenced by altitude. An avowed
feminist, he helped guide Edith to her own PhD and advised other women as
graduate students. In 1905, he published the first textbook in experimental
ecology, demonstrating quantitative research techniques, coining the term "dynamic
ecology," and using some of Edith's own dissertation for his illustrations and
examples. In 1906, he was elected president of the Nebraska Academy of Sciences.
While on the faculty, Frederic did not lose the college spirit that he had embodied as
a student. In 1902, concerned that too few faculty and Lincoln residents would turn
out to cheer the football team in a contest against Iowa State, he organized an
ongoing rooter's club. He led the club as president; Roscoe Pound was elected chief
yell leader for the games. Frederic and Roscoe also teamed up to officiate sporting
events. Edith complained that Frederic, who once officiated one of her fencing duels
(she gave fencing exhibitions), awarded her opponent a victory for the sake of
appearances.
Frederic was a perfectionist and straight arrow who neither drank alcohol nor
smoked tobacco. His father Ephriam left the Republican Party to join the
Prohibition Party when Frederic was a child, and the son disapproved of drinking
and smoking his entire life. Roscoe Pound wrote that Frederic "had no redeeming
vices." Frederic was also politically independent throughout his life.
But Frederic was exceedingly ambitious. He joined several national and
international scientific organizations and became an officer in many of them. In
1907, on the recommendation of Nebraska professors Charles Bessey and E.H.
Barbour, he became chair of the botany department at the University of Minnesota.
Barbour, who was also making a name for the University of Nebraska through his
discoveries of mammoths and mastodons, wrote a colleague in Minnesota, "You
know Clements' ability well, he ... is counted one of the best of instructors in the
faculty. I never hear a student speak of Clements in an unfriendly manner. They
speak of him to us in as friendly a manner as they speak of Bessey himself.... You
also know Mrs. Clements' ability. The two work to each other’s advantage. We see
them at work every day of the school year. During the summer months they take
charge of work in the Pikes Peak region...."i
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Frederic continued his work apace in Minnesota, conducting surveys and publishing
frequently. Edith also taught botany during the academic year while the couple
continued field-laboratory work and trained experimental ecologists at their Alpine
Laboratory during the summers.
They participated in international
expeditions of the world's leading
botanists in 1911 (see photo of the
Clementses in England) and 1913.
In 1916, they completed work on
Frederic's huge Plant Succession
study and submitted it to the
nation's leading scientific
establishment of the time, the
Carnegie Institution. Botanists
acclaimed it as a monumental
work of scholarship; Carnegie
published it and offered Frederick
a full time research position at its
laboratories.
With his publications Research Methods in Ecology (1905) and Plant Succession
(1916), in which he set forth the Clementsian paradigm of plant succession and
climax (i.e., bare land is first taken over by annuals, then grasses, then shrubs, then
softwood trees, then hardwoods, all in the context of climate, which determines the
end or climax state), Frederic became the nation's most prominent ecologist, a
position he would hold for decades to come. Even as he demanded scientific rigor in
experimentation, he set forth an idealistic view of nature; that nature was governed
by laws and patterns; that plants were part of an environmental community that
could be described as a complex organism; that the whole was more than the sum of
its parts; and that there was a balance of nature. He would inspire the holism of Jan
Christiaan Smuts in the 1920s and the land ethic of Aldo Leopold in the 1940s.
At Carnegie, Frederic continued to publish extensively. He collaborated with his
protégé John Weaver at Nebraska on ecology and plant succession texts. He
published with Frances Long, another of his PhD students from Nebraska who
followed him to Minnesota and to Carnegie. He was a great influence on Ralph W.
Chaney, the renowned paleobotanist of North America and Asia; together they
published five works. Frederic published Bio-ecology with Victor Shelford,
extending Clementsian ecological theories into the animal world. Shelford went on
to found what is now known as The Nature Conservancy. Frederic's protégé Homer
Shantz, who later became the president of the University of Arizona, completed a
botanical survey of Africa from south to north. Frederic's disciple in Africa, John
Phillips, employed Clementsian theory in practical applications to fight diseases
such as the tse tse fly. Emmett V. Martin, a Carnegie physicist and frequent coauthor with Frederic, later went on to work at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
patented techniques for the Atomic Energy Commission.
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Led by Frederic Clements and his research at Carnegie laboratories in Tucson, Santa
Barbara, and Pikes Peak, American ecology took the world lead in vegetation studies
from the British and the Germans. Frederic should have been at the top of his career
at Carnegie, were it not for two setbacks: rivalries within Carnegie and his
collapsing health.
The archives of the Carnegie Institution of Washington are replete with
correspondence relating to the rivalry of Frederic Clements and botanist H. A.
Spoehr, who controlled the laboratories' budgets and personnel. Spoehr believed
Clements' laboratory experiments were methodologically weak, yet tried to dismiss
Frederic's best experimentalist, Dr. Frances Long (originally from Madison,
Nebraska), on grounds that as a woman she should be working in human relations,
not the sciences.ii Spoehr cultivated the idea among ecologists that Clements, with
his strongly asserted views, was dictatorial and difficult to work for. Although
Clements' loyalists would dispute the latter point, as they knew him to be a
companionable man who could laugh at himself, there is no doubt that Clements's
writing was bold and that he was a formidable and domineering presence when
championing his ideas. Spoehr made Stanford University (his own home base) the
center of Carnegie plant studies and attracted leading botanists, such as Harvey Hall,
away from Frederic's labs. Hall would go on to assemble a team that, in a few years,
claimed to refute certain tenets of Clementsian theory dealing with environmental
influences on plant evolution (see below for more about the scientific controversy).
At the height of this rivalry in the late 1920s, Frederic's health declined as a result of
a combination of diabetes and a hyperadrenalin disorder. In August, 1929, Edith
wrote a confidential, heartfelt letter to the director of the Carnegie Institution
describing the conditions as diagnosed by Frederic's Santa Barbara physician, Dr.
William Sansum.
Several historians, who apparently have not seen this letter (it is in the Carnegie
archives in Washington, not the Clementses' papers in Wyoming), have speculated
that the malady was simply diabetes and that insulin was not yet available to
Frederic. This is not the case, as Dr. Sansum was the first in the country, in 1922, to
administer insulin successfully to diabetic patients. But Frederic did not respond to
insulin and the hyperadrenalism was accompanied by symptoms of depression and
anxiety. Dr. Sansum and Edith consequently worked out a dietary and behavior
regimen for Frederic that curtailed his exposure to experiences -- even
entertainment -- that would produce adrenalin.
Edith did not allow Frederic to know of the letter, and there seems to be no evidence
that Dr. John Merriam, director of the Carnegie Institution, violated Edith's request
for confidentiality. On the contrary, Merriam apparently took Edith's advice to
handle Frederic's hyperadrenalism with care. A month after Edith's effort, Frederic
wrote to the Carnegie director that he was very encouraged by his last letter.
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There was one last great challenge for
the man who was considered around
the world as the founder of the science
of ecology. In the depths of the Great
Depression, at the onset of the Dust
Bowl, the U.S. government sought the
assistance of Frederic Clements to put
his theories into application to save
the prairies. He and Edith quickly
grasped the opportunity; Frederic
became a "dollar-a-year" man for the
government on loan from the Carnegie
Institution. Sometimes opposing and
sometimes concurring with the
initiatives of the Roosevelt
Administration, Frederic pragmatically
guided the U.S. Forest Service and the
Soil Erosion Service (later renamed the
Soil Conservation Service) in initiatives
to protect the land, occasionally even
at the expense of his own theories.
This earned him the undying gratitude
of a generation of soil scientists, range
managers, and foresters who passed
on to their successors the virtues of
the Clementsian paradigm even into
the twenty-first century.
Frederic's final years at Carnegie were marked by indifference from ecologists who
considered quixotic his attempt to correlate climate change with sunspot cycles.
Frederic and his friend A. E. Davidson, founder of the science of dendrochronology,
pored over tree ring data in the 1930s to learn more about climate change over
centuries, without convincing results. Then, at the end of the decade, rains returned
to the parched prairies, Vannevar Bush succeeded John Merriam as Carnegie
director, and the scientific institution turned its interest away from ecology toward
the sciences more associated with national defense and the oncoming war.
Frederic retired from Carnegie in 1941 at age sixty-six; he and Edith ended their
summer Alpine Laboratory experiments at Pikes Peak, which had trained
experimental ecologists for four decades. Frederic continued research with Frances
Long in search of long-sought evidence that environmental adaptations were
heritable. It would take six more decades -- and countless judgments from within
academe that Frederic was wrong on this point -- before the science of epigenetics
would provide a measure of vindication for his views on the role of environment in
evolution.
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Frederic Clements died in July, 1945, just short of his seventy-first birthday.
Tributes poured in to Edith from those who had trained under the Clementses and
from colleagues who fought the Dust Bowl. But fewer accolades came in from the
larger scientific community, which had come to think of Frederic as dogmatic, aloof,
too set in his views, wrong about the role of environment in evolution, and wrong
about plant life as a complex-organism, even as a metaphor.
When Paul Bigelow Sears of Yale University, who studied and taught at Nebraska,
attempted to write a biographical piece about Frederic for an encyclopedia, Edith
declined to tell him Frederic's cause of death. Through hospital records, Sears
learned it was kidney failure, and Sears pieced together the rest of the story. The
Clementses had viewed Frederic's condition as a weakness and outside knowledge
of it as a threat to their work, even to their legacy.
But to Sears, this explained much about the man he admired. How could someone
who had been outgoing and likeable, such an organizer and joiner, invariably
described as pleasant and a great conversationalist by those who knew him, become
so distant and inaccessible? Sears concluded, in a private letter to Frederic's niece,
that the change in behavior was caused by the diseases Frederic had been fighting
the last twenty years of his life; it was solely for his scientific work that he had
conserved all of his energy.
Had Frederic acknowledged his life-threatening condition, the history of the
Clementsian research school would likely have been seen differently by historians
writing in the second half of the twentieth century. Few people, then or since, knew
that it was Edith's care and regimen that sustained Frederic in his last twenty years.
But if he and Edith had not secreted his real condition, would Frederic have been
considered fit to take on the challenge of the Dust Bowl from the U.S. government?
The decision to conceal his failing health came at a personal cost to his memory, but
it makes his Dust Bowl work poignant and, in a sense, heroic.
The ecologist Frank Egler did not know of Frederic's maladies when he wrote a
review of Dynamics of Vegetation, a posthumous compilation of several of Frederic's
works by Edith Clements and B.W. Allred. But Egler discerned the duality of the
man through his writings, as if the hyperadrenalism (characterized by working
without eating) had long been affecting Frederic. Some writings, Egler noted,
appeared "driven by some demon to set up a meticulously orderly system of
nature." In other writings (when his condition was more under control), "we find a
command of the English language, a gracefulness and fluidity of style which is
distinctly superior to that frequently found in works of this kind.... [I]t is very
possible that its subconscious influence has done much to gain the acceptance of the
man and his ideas."
That will not be the last word on Frederic Clements, as his life and works are being
reviewed with increasing interest in the twenty-first century. The Ecological Society
of America published "Homage to Frederic Clements" in 2009 for his scholarship on
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the history of plant succession. New generations of historians, philosophers, and
ecologists are re-discovering him to be not only the creator of the science of
vegetation, as Sir Arthur Tansley described him, but a source of constant
philosophical challenge over the very nature of nature.
Edith Schwartz Clements: A Brief Biography
Edith Gertrude Schwartz (1874-1971) was
the third child of seven born to George
Schwartz, a manager in the pork-packing
industry, and Emma Young Schwartz. Emma
and George came to Omaha from Albany,
New York, where Edith was born.
Edith's siblings were Murray, Julia, Elsie,
Charles, Katherine, and Robert. Julia
Schwartz, who became a prominent
children's author in the early twentieth
century, attended Vassar College, which
holds her papers.
Edith did well in school in Omaha because it
was expected by her family, not because of a
desire necessarily to master her subjects. In
her high school class of 1893, she was a
popular student among both the boys and
girls because of her sunny disposition, sweet face, smiling eyes, kindnesses, serenity
of mind, and independence. After high school she attended business college in
Minnesota for a year, then moved to Lincoln and the University of Nebraska.
At NU Edith excelled in everything she attempted. She was president of the junior
class, president of her sorority, and elected to Phi Beta Kappa. She captained the
women's basketball team and was adept at other sports from fencing to skating to
tennis. Athleticism ran in the family, as her younger sister Elsie attended NU as well
and was an exhibition gymnast.
The spring of 1898, the year of her college graduation, was eventful for Edith. She
ended her engagement to an inattentive suitor, whereupon Frederic Clements, who
had long admired her, audaciously filled in his name three times on her card for an
upcoming dance. They began an intense romance, judging by Frederic's letters to
Edith, which she saved and are among the Clementses' papers. They courted in
Omaha at the Trans-Mississippi Exhibition and on the flowering prairies north of
Lincoln. Upon graduation, Edith was awarded a teaching fellowship in German, but
Frederic persuaded her also to enroll in graduate school to study botany and ecology.
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Edith was impressed by Frederic's dedication to science and literature and by his
ability to retain knowledge from his vast reading and study. She had never known
anyone who could read three novels in one afternoon: "[I]t was a startling
revelation to me after getting to know Frederic, to find he actually knew the things
he had studied, and it was usable available knowledge...."

They were married in 1899 and honeymooned at Pike's Peak, where several Omaha
and Lincoln families had cottages. She called him Fritz; he called her Chérie. It was
here that they launched the idea of a summer experimental ecology laboratory,
which they would operate for the next four decades, first under the auspices of the
Sem Bot (of which Frederic was president) and finally under the Carnegie
Institution. Edith writes, "The first summer.... we had to borrow the $200 necessary
to buy our tiny cabin: two rooms -- and repay at 8% interest over the course of
years. We were both contributing to our parents' incomes: I earned some money as
botanical store-keeper and Fellow in German."
Edith completed her dissertation in botany and became, in 1906, the first woman to
be awarded a PhD by the University of Nebraska. It was a banner year for the
Doctors Clements at the Alpine Laboratory at Pike's Peak as well, as recounted by
Edith in "A Dream and What Became of It," published by the Nebraska alumni
magazine over half a century later. A 1906 photograph depicts Nebraskans trained
in ecology by the Clementses, many of whom would go on to remarkable careers.
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• Goldena Denny (front left) joined the faculties at Seattle University and the
University of Washington, teaching textiles and operating the textile laboratory.
• Faye Hartley (front right) became NU class poet for 1910, editor for the NU
English Club's literary publications, a contributor to the Nebraska State Journal,
wrote the lyrics for the NU song "Our Nebraska", and was an early champion of the
verse of Willa Cather. She was a founding director in 1908 of the College Equal
Suffrage League, whose members included Grace and Ruth Bryan and Louise and
Olivia Pound.
• Nelle Stevenson (second row, left) won Phi Beta Kappa honors in 1909 and
became head of a government seed laboratory.
• Raymond Pool (second row, center) completed a PhD at NU and launched his own
distinguished career in ecology; he was chairman of the NU botany department until
1947.
• Mary Deahn (second row, right) went on to teach Latin to generations of Lincoln
public school students.
• Edith and Frederic Clements (fourth row): the "Doctors Clements".
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• Arthur Sampson (standing, left) completed his PhD at George Washington
University, served in the Forest Service and joined the faculty at the University of
California, Berkeley, where he was first to write a text on range management and, as
the first "range ecologist", became known as the Father of Range Management.
• Louise Allen (standing) became a seed scientist for the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and trained seed dealers and farmers across the country.
• Carl Hartley (seated on rail, brother of Faye Hartley) joined the Forest Service
after his PhD, became chief pathologist for the federal Bureau of Plant Industry, and
wrote the first book on tree diseases of the Great Plains.
When Frederic took the position of head of the botany department at the University
of Minnesota in 1907, Edith taught undergraduates as an instructor. She was not
pleased at the lower status given women at Minnesota and joined suffrage
organizations. Her reputation went beyond the boundaries of that state, however,
as in 1911 both she and Frederic received invitations to join the first International
Phytogeographic Excursion in Europe. Frederic, who had welcomed women
members into the Sem Bot, noted in a private letter to his friend E. H. Barbour at
Nebraska: "We are both delighted at being invited to join an international excursion
of phytogeographers for a six week tour..., Mrs. Clements is quite puffed up at being
the only lady invited."
The tour was a huge success for the Clementses. They went first to Germany and
Switzerland; although Frederic could read and write German, he could not speak it
as well as Edith, who quickly befriended Professor Drude of Dresden and Professor
Schröter of Zurich with her command of both their native language and the language
of botany. During the tour in the British Isles, Frederic hit it off well with the leading
British ecologist, Arthur Tansley, with whom he commenced a decades-long
relationship of mutual respect and friendship. Edith's letters home to the Schwartz
family are a lively account of their 1911 travels and among the best extant
descriptions of the lives and personalities of the botanists. When the scientific
expedition came to the United States in 1913, the Clementses hosted the
international travellers for over a week at their Alpine Laboratory. Edith was
included in Who's Who of Women of 1914.
Edith soon channeled her talent into
botanical illustration and painting.
She had often illustrated Frederic's
early works with her drawings and
photography, but in 1914 she and
Frederic co-wrote and illustrated
Rocky Mountain Flowers featuring
Edith's paintings. It was a popular
success and became a standard field
guide. Edith continued to paint and,
with Frederic, publish books over the
next two decades; they produced
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additional guides to the flora of the West Coast and of the Middle West. National
Geographic was taken by Edith's skill as a painter and the couple's ways with words;
the May 1927 and August 1939 National Geographics featured hundreds of Edith's
flower paintings and co-written Clements' narratives (see photo above from "Flower
Pageant of the Midwest" in the August 1939 National Geographic). Edith also taught
botany and painting to the young Jeanne R. Janish (1902-1998), who summered at
the Alpine Laboratory and became botanical illustrator for the New York Botanical
Garden and for many major botanical publications.
When Frederic accepted the Carnegie Institution's invitation to become a full time
researcher in 1917, he and Edith left Minneapolis for Tucson and, a few years later,
moved on to Santa Barbara. During these years they crisscrossed the country,
surveying flora in the unreliable automobiles of the time; Edith, the better driver,
was customarily at the wheel. Edith's 1960 memoir Adventures in Ecology, one of
Pageant Press's top ten books of the year, is a light-hearted look at their years of
travel together.
Unstated in Edith's publications, however, and even in her personal letters, was the
fact that Frederic's health (his diabetes and hyperadrenalism) often did not permit
him to drive. She once took him out of a Texas hospital where she was convinced he
was dying, drove him to Tucson, and restored him slowly back to his work. She
drove him around the country in the Dust Bowl years reviewing climate conditions
and searching for the experimental results that would save the soil.
Edith and Frederic as a married couple were virtually never apart. Frederic may
have had a premonition that he would need Edith's constant care: it is reflected in
his early poetry and in his letters. In a personal letter to Roscoe Pound after
Frederic's death, Edith confides that she is devastated by her loss and completely
directionless. Other than three days apart shortly after their marriage, she writes,
she and Frederic were together for forty-six years, which made his death all the
harder for her. Frederic had asked her never to leave him and, almost literally, she
did not.
Even after Frederic's death, Edith kept up the cause of the Clementsian approach to
ecology; she asked the Carnegie Institution to publish Frederic's remaining papers.
When it declined, she found another publisher and several of his works were
published posthumously, with her prefaces and editing. They received unfavorable
reviews from the academic community, which felt that the Clementsian research
school should have abandoned the ideas that environmental adaptations were
heritable and that plant communities were holistically more than the sum of their
parts. Most scientists were then embracing a neo-Darwinian synthesis of
Darwinian natural selection and Mendelian genetics that excluded environmental
factors in evolution; they were re-discovering the theories of Henry Gleason, who
viewed plants as individualistic and nature as chaotic compared to Clementsian
balance and order.
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Such reviews may also have adversely affected Edith's attempt to find a suitable
home for the Clementses' papers. She offered them first to Santa Barbara College
(now the University of California at Santa Barbara), but because of a
misunderstanding about the extent of the offerings, the college backed out, as it
wanted them all or nothing. Edith then stored the papers for many years herself
until B.W. Allred, who had trained at the Alpine Laboratory, took them to Texas for
safekeeping.
Edith was slowed for a decade after Frederic's death by the deteriorating health of
her own sisters and their precarious financial situation. Only at the end of the
1950s, when her sisters had died and Edith was in her eighties, was she able to
write Adventures in Ecology. Written by the Edith of the sunny disposition who is
always up to the next challenge, it fails as her last attempt to do the painful double
biography she always wanted to write: that is, to record for history the crises she
and Frederic shared over the last twenty years of their lives. She could not bring
herself to write such a book. Instead, Adventures contains not one cross word about
the slights and struggles of the Clementses; it too modestly minimizes Edith's own
contributions and has led many historians on a false trail.
Those reading Adventures (or even Edith's protective diaries) would be well advised
to read Edith's poetry as well, to see what she would and would not allow to "peer
through the windows":
Nor shall I let
The ghoulish shapes
Of fear and failure,
Of Low Aims or
Sin and Shame
Peer through the windows
Of my soul In my castle of Dreams
Curiously, an article Edith published in Nature Magazine in 1959, entitled
"Environment in Evolution", may get in the last word on the scientific dispute that
jeopardized the legacy of Clementsian ecology. The language it uses is surely
stronger than the research that supports it, but the article uncannily presages the
twenty-first century findings of epigenetics, that environmental adaptations can be
passed to offspring (see enclosure).
Edith Schwartz Clements died in 1971. She and Frederic had no children. Before
she died, she offered the Clementses' papers to the University of Nebraska, Frederic
and Edith's alma mater, which had awarded Frederic an honorary doctor of laws
degree in 1940. NU unaccountably rejected her offer. The American Heritage
Center at the University of Wyoming eagerly acquired the papers from Edith with
the assistance of B.W. Allred, with the exception of the originals of Edith's 1911
letters from Europe, which are at the Nebraska State Historical Society.
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A decade after her death, Edith Clements began to be recognized as an important
woman scientist in America. Her writings have since appeared in anthologies of
pioneering women naturalists. She is sometimes cited as an example of a woman
who gave up her own career to devote her talents to the career of her husband.
But such a characterization -- based on the light-hearted Adventures memoir favored
by Edith's publisher Pageant -- is wide of the mark, as it neglects the extraordinary
partnership of the Doctors Clements. Frederic wrote to Professor John Phillips in
Africa that he considered Edith one of the world's top ecologists in her own right. In
a letter of Frederic's from 1934, he confides that Edith has been working on his
writing, for fear too many of his ideas have been "interred"; it is about this time that
Frederic's writing shifts to what the ecologist (an extraordinary writer himself)
Frank Egler noted was a way of expression that resonated powerfully not so much
with academics as with those on the front lines of applied ecology, those working in
forestry and grassland management who would, as time went on, never abandon the
Clementsian paradigm.
Frederic wrote of Edith that they were as one, both in marriage and in their
scientific work. Nancy G. Slack, biographer of scientists, did not see it that way in a
1989 essay that relied on Adventures only; she described Edith as "off painting
flowers" while Frederic and his students conducted ecological research.iii On the
contrary, it is a reasonable hypothesis to consider the last twenty years of Frederic's
life a tour de force of Edith's, not only keeping him alive with her constant care but
doubtless crafting some of the writing, both on theory and application.
As ecology and climate issues increasingly gain attention in the twenty-first century,
botanists, ecologists, geographers and other scientists are looking back more
carefully at the people and the times that shaped our current views of the natural
world. It is not surprising that a 2011 article in an academic journal relies on Edith
Clements's accounts of the gatherings, a century before, of the world's leading
botanists to place into context European and American ecological theories. It is
noteworthy that Edith kept in touch worldwide after Frederic's death, and it is her
voice and her meticulously kept papers -- poems, research, articles, gossip, essays,
letters -- that provide historic insight, even beyond Frederic's work, into our
understanding of nature.
The Scientific Issues
The Clementses' place in the history of science is not in dispute. Even those who
think Clementsian ecology is wrong for multiple reasons honor the Clementses for
their pioneering and untiring work in ecology. No serious environmental history
fails to cite Clementsian theory, and many such histories give it whole chapters or
multiple chapters as the standard against which subsequent theories are measured.
But it is worth reviewing the rise and fall (and rise again) of issues inherent in the
Clementsian paradigm so as to observe how science moves, in a Hegelian sense,
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from thesis to antithesis, then to synthesis, which becomes a new thesis and ever so
onward.
Henry Gleason presented Clementsian ecology with its antithesis: that Clementsian
plant communities were essentially constructs of human thinking; that all plants
were individuals that owed their existence to the vagaries of unpredictable forces.
The Clementsian "complex organism" community was not an organism at all, in the
antithetical view, as it had no boundaries and no organs. Observations of plant
succession were, to Gleason, misguided attempts to find patterns of nature that
overstated the evidence, as there was no such thing as a plant succession climax and
no need for all the Greek and Latin derived terminology Clements coined in his
many publications to describe what could more easily be explained by the
Gleasonian individualistic approach.
Although Frederic Clements himself wrote of the importance of instruments and
quantitative methods in ecology, and described them in his 1905 work Research
Methods in Ecology, many ecologists reviewing his own research felt that it was
inadequately grounded in rigorous methodology. According to skeptics,
Clementsian ecologists found what they wanted to find; that is, their experiments
were designed to support their theories.
Two research efforts, more than others, caused the scientific community to cool
toward Clementsian ecology.
The first was led by Harvey Hall, a former colleague of Clements at the Carnegie
Institution. On methodological grounds, he challenged Clements' transplant studies
that concluded environmental adaptations were heritable. Although Hall died (of
cancer) in 1932 before he could conduct his own experiments, he chose three
researchers (Jens Clausen, William Hiesey, and David Keck) from different branches
of the biological sciences to conduct multi-year transplant studies under carefully
controlled conditions. Over many years of study, the three concluded that their
findings were explained solely by a neo-Darwinian synthesis with Mendelian
genetics: all heritability was accounted for by natural selection and gene mutation,
leaving no room for environment. This went further than Darwin, but the work of
Clausen, Hiesey, and Keck was lauded in the scientific community as proof of the
neo-Darwinian synthesis and a refutation of Clements on the role of environment in
evolution.
The second notable research effort that challenged Clementsian ecology was that of
Robert Whittaker at the University of Illinois. Whittaker suspected that
Clementsians did not choose their quadrants within plant communities without
their own biases. In 1956 he applied a new statistical technique, called gradient
analysis, to determine the characteristics of plant communities, if any. He concluded
that the results comported more with Gleason than Clements.
But subsequent work casts doubt on the conclusions of these experiments.
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Clausen, Hiesey, and Keck never actually published their research; Clausen merely
described their influential findings in a series of published lectures in the 1950s.
Critics have noted that the three did not use quantitative genetics appropriately, and
may not have fully understood this research technique.iv Replication attempts have
been undertaken recently with more powerful molecular methods. Nevertheless,
the rapid advance of epigenetic research, with its findings of heritable
environmental adaptations, complicates replication of Clausen, Hiesey, and Keck's
work. Controlling for epigenetic inheritance, if possible, would seem to be a
requirement in attempts at replication, but that would change the original
experiments. Without such controls, however, it is difficult to attribute causation of
experimental results solely to neo-Darwinian factors.
Whittaker's work has likewise been reviewed and found wanting. A re-examination
of his gradient curves in 2004 concluded that the curves, compared to the data on
which they were based, do not stand up as pieces of scientific work. Botanists from
New Zealand, Wales, and Sweden concluded that Whittaker's sampling procedures
were subjective, the analyses of the data were circular, and his work should not be
used to replace the concept of Clementsian communities with the Gleasonian
alternative, even though Whittaker's findings have been taught in ecology
classrooms for fifty years.v
That the most prominent refutations of Clementsian ecology have been challenged
themselves does not, of course, mean that Clementsian ecologists were necessarily
correct in their theories, let alone in their own procedures. More subtle and lasting
critiques of the Clementsian edifice have come from G. Evelyn Hutchinson, who put
his stamp on ecology in the second half of the twentieth century as much as Frederic
Clements did in the first half. Hutchinson's critiques resulted in the development of
a neo-Clementsian school that dropped much of early Clementsian theory and,
beyond that, Hutchinson himself is often considered the father of modern ecology.
Hutchinson made a lasting mark in his critique of Clements and Shelford's work Bioecology, calling it too descriptive; he went on to combine mathematics and ecology
using all the tools of modern research. Two generations of Hutchinson's graduate
students dominate today's ecology.
A search goes on for synthesis between Clements and Gleason, informed by the
contributions of Hutchinson. The philosopher Christopher Eliot has attempted to
bridge the gap by looking at the battle over the metaphors of ecology, suggesting
that the opposing positions are actually not so far apart scientifically as they are in
their use of language. But for scientists, the inability of the neo-Darwinian synthesis
to accommodate the newly respectable view of heritable environmental adaptations
once again spills over into Clements versus Gleason, inasmuch as a major criticism
of Clements was that he would not abandon this so-called Lamarckian inheritance,
and he may have been justified not to do so (see enclosure).
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Scientific resolution may still be years or decades away. It will be ironic if the
molecular biology that was once considered the undoing of the Clementsian
paradigm turns out instead to offer vindication. Meanwhile, the pragmatic
applications of Clementsian ecology and the idealism inherent in its philosophy will
continue to sustain the Clementsian legacy well into the twenty-first century.
Clementsian Influences on Other Disciplines
The Clementsian paradigm has influenced disciplines beyond ecology: literature,
sociology, theology, and philosophy, among others.
• In literature, the influence of the Clementses on Willa Cather is the subject of
several scholarly articles. Representative is the 2001 analysis of Cheryl C. Swift and
John N. Swift, which traces Cather's works from an optimistic Clementsian
viewpoint of nature in O Pioneers! toward a gloomier, Gleasonian outlook in
Sapphira and the Slave Girl. Cather shared an undergraduate English class with
Frederic Clements and admired his writing; she was profuse in her praise of the
Clementses' jointly authored books.
• In sociology, Clementsian ecology was particularly influential in developing the
Chicago School of sociology, sometimes called the Ecological School. Emerging in
the 1920s and 1930s, the school focused on urban sociology and studied human
behavior from the standpoint of environmental factors rather than personal
characteristics.
• In theology, Robert Nelson suggested in 2010 in "Ecological Science as Creation
Story" that Clementsian theory was a metaphysical faith, closer to religion than to
science. Clements's climax state, he wrote, could be religiously awe-inspiring and a
source of deep spiritual values.
• In philosophy, complexity has always been confounding for those seeking either
inductive or deductive paths to knowledge of ecology. Clementsian ecology is an
especially difficult case in that Clements founded the science on Comtian empiricism
but his experimental results often turned on subjective analyses. Ironically,
Europeans like Christophe Masutti of France and the Dutch philosopher Jozef
Keulartz have been able to see the American pragmatism in Clements that plausibly
reconciles the two approaches.
• The Clementsian paradigm has less to offer political science than might be
expected, given Clements' association with major political figures in both Africa (Jan
Christiaan Smuts) and America (Henry Wallace). The historian James Malin saw and
feared totalitarianism in Clements, but the soil conservation districts favored by
Clements are now hardly controversial. Clements also favored the city manager
form of government (for its reliance on experts); he hoped the model would be
extended to counties and even to states and the federal government and that
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ecological expertise would become widely available to farmers, ranchers, road
builders, and all who touched the land. This is mild medicine compared to radical
proposals during 1930s that advocated fascism or communism. Clements's views
on government are commensurate with his concerns over the disastrous farming
and ranching practices he witnessed. In reality, Clements was largely apolitical and
tepid even toward the New Deal, although the New Dealers heavily relied on him for
solutions to the Dust Bowl.
• As to the discipline of history, the problem the resilient Clementsian paradigm
presents is that it has really never gone away. It is a story of paradigm survival, not
paradigm shift. It is a story of infighting for money and prestige within the
ecological community, in which ambitious scientists have been eager to "refute"
each other. Historians have been too quick to write this history in the same vein.
Even the best environmental histories (Tobey, Worster, Hagen, Golley) are now
called into question by the rapid and unexpected advances made possible by
twenty-first century research.
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